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COVER PHOTO 
Looking north at boundary of Succor Creek State Park, the 
south side of Stop 3 of field trip guide beginning on next page. 
Slope on left exposes top of stratigraphic column of the Sucker 
Creek Formation with gravels at the top. Knoll left of center 
is a basalt dike. Area in photo is cut by north-south-trending 
and  northwest-southeast-trending faults. 
Map summarizes data on 
geothermal-resource area at 
Newberry Crater 
A new map published by  the Oregon Department of Geology 
and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) provides information on geother-
mal exploration in the Newberry Crater area. 
Newberry Crater Geothermal Resource Area, Deschutes Coun-
ty,  Oregon,  by DOGAMI staff members Dennis L.  Olmstead and 
Dan E. Wermiel, has been released as DOGAMI Open-File Report 
0-88-3. The blackline ozalid print is approximately 36 by 52 inches 
large and uses a topographic base at the scale of 1:24,000. It covers 
the area in and around Newberry Crater, the locations of past and 
future geothermal drilling activity. 
The map c9ntains detailed information, such as location, total 
depth, date, name of operator, and status, for all geothermal wells 
drilled or proposed as of January 1988.  It also outlines the areas 
that are considered suitable or unsuitable for drilling and those that 
are closed or restricted with regard to  geothermal exploration. 
Over the years, Deschutes County and, particularly,~Newberry 
Crater have been the focus of strong interest in geothermal energy. 
Temperature-gradient wells have been drilled since the 1970's in at-
tempts to determine whether an economical geothermal resource 
occurs in the area. The new DOGAMI map is intended as a sum-
mary of past drilling activity as well as a guide for future planning. 
It will  be updated periodically to  reflect new drilling activity or 
changes ih area restrictions. 
The new release, DOGAMI Open-File Report 0-88-3, is available 
now at the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, 
910  State Office Building,  1400  SW  Fifth Avenue,  Portland, OR 
97201.  The purchase price is $5.  Orders under $50 require prepay-
ment.  0 
MMS  to sponsor workshop 
in  Portland 
The u.s. Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Serv-
ice (MMS) is sponsoring a conference/workshop on recommenda-
tions for studies in Washington and Oregon relative to offshore oil 
and  gas  development.  The conference will  be held in Portland, 
Oregon, on May 23-25, 1988. Conference participants will identify 
and develop recommendations for future studies concerriing offshore 
oil and gas development activities. 
Discussion  topics  will  include  air  quality,  physical  ocean-
ography/meteorology, fates and effects/chemistry, biology/ecology, 
sea birds, marine mammals, and socioeconomics. 
The meeting will  (1)  summarize available information on en-
vironmental  processes. of the  outer continental  shelf (OCS)  off 
Washington and Oregon; (2) identify subject areas in which addi-
tional  information is  required for  reasonable understanding  and 
prediction of the environmental effects of oil and gas development 
activities in this area; (3) develop recommendations for the MMS 
Environmental Studies Program to deal most effectively with in-
formation gaps related to the environmental impacts in this plan-
ning area; and (4) improve awareness of the scientific work being 
conducted in the Washington and Oregon OCS Planning Area. 
Inquiries regarding the conference should be directed to Bio/Tech 
Communications, MMS-OCS Conference Planners, 600 SW 10th 
Avenue,  Suite 418,  Portland, OR 97205. 
--Bio/Tech news release 
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INTRODUCTION  of  interest  include  basalt  and  rhyolite  flows,  pillow  lavas, 
This field trip guide describes interesting and unusual geologic  hyaloclastites, leaf and mammal fossils,  and fault breccias. 
features in Miocene volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Sucker  The area is  accessed from Oregon State Highway  201.  Nearby 
Creek Formation (Kittleman and others, 1965, p. 6) that are exposed  towns are Homedale; Idaho, and Adrian, Oregon (Figure 1).  Take 
between the town of Adrian, Oregon, and the Succor Creek State  Highway 201  south from Adrian and turn off at the "Succor Creek 
Park. The guide, which supplements an earlier guide to the geology  State Park" sign onto an all-weather country gravel  road leading 
of  the Owyhee region (Kittleman, 1973), was designed to introduce  south.  This  turnoff is  8.1  mi  from  Adrian  and  7.1  mi  west  of 
this interesting area both to geologists and to lay readers and may  Homedale. During wet weather, do not leave the gravel road. Much 
also be used by earth science teachers and students. Major points  of the area off the gravel is made hazardous by  soft clay  soil that 
1.  Stop  number 
~ Mine 
---Road 
-- - Trail 
---- Recreation 
Area 
1  Mile 
FIELD  TRIP 
AREA~ 
OREGON 
IDAHO 
Figure I.  Map along the Oregon-Idaho border, showing field trip route and location of  stpps described in the text.  Asterisks indicate 
cumulative mileage check points along the trip route.  Lines S1-S2  and S3-S4 locate the traverse along which the stratigraphic section of 
Figure 4 can be observed. 
OREGON GEOLOGY, VOL. SO,  NO.2, FEBRUARY 1988  IS becomes soft and sticky when wet and will immobilize even the har-
diest of motor vehicles. 
REGIONAL SETTING 
Rocks of  the Sucker Creek Fonnation comprise a thick sequence 
of fluvial and lacustrine  sediments  predominantly from  volcanic 
source areas. Interbedded are silicic and basaltic intrusive and flow 
rocks. Outcrops of the formation are distributed in Malheur Coun-
ty, Oregon, and Owyhee County, Idaho (Klttleman and others, 1%7; 
Ekren and others,  1981).  The geologic history  recorded by  these 
rocks is intriguing because the area lies at the juncture of several 
major geologic provinces of the northwestern United States. These 
provinces are the northern Basin and Range, the Columbia Plateau, 
the Snake River Plain, and the Owyhee Uplands-High Lava Plains. 
The geologic characteristics of these provinces were detennined 
primarily by volcanism and tectonic movements during the Miocene 
epoch. The stratigraphic position of the Sucker Creek Formation 
with respect to  better known geologic units of these provinces is 
shown in Figure 2. The age of the entire Sucker Creek section is 
known only approximately, and interpretations of  the age may change 
as the fonnation is more thoroughly studied. The formation clearly 
underlies the Owyhee Basalt dated between  13.1  and  15.3 million 
years (m.y.) (Brown and Petros, 1985). A 3,200-ft-thick section of 
fluvial and lacustrine sediments similar to the Sucker Creek For-
mation lies beneath Miocene basalt that may  be Columbia River 
basalt under the Snake River Plain (Wood,  1984, p.  54). The rela-
tion of  the Sucker Creek Fonnation to older units of the Columbia 
River Basalt Group is not well understood, but these sediments ap-
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Figure 2.  Comparison of generalked Jordan  J.blley-Owyhee River 
region showing the Sucker Creek Formation with a tentative age oj 
between 14.0 and 16.5 m.y.  R£gional stratigraphy is modified after 
Han and others (1985) and Armstrong and others (1980).  JCR = 
Jump Creek rhyolite; JMVC = Juniper Mountain volcanic complex; 
LG =  Leslie Gulch ash-jlow tuff; OB  =  Owyhee Basalt; SCR  = 
Silver City rhyolite. 
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pear to occupy a north-south-trending structural trough that was also 
in existence during the time of earliest eruptions of  Columbia River 
basalt lava flows. Recent studies (Rytuba and others, 1985; Vander 
Meulen and others, 1987a) have identified a large peralkaline rhyolite 
caldera complex 17 m.i south of the map area. Peralkaline classifica-
tion refers to igneous rocks with a proportion of  alumina that is less 
than the sodium and potassium oxides combined. Major ash-flow 
tuff units (tuffs of Leslie Gulch and others) within the Sucker Creek 
Fonnation were erupted from  this complex  15  to  16  m.y.  ago. 
In a regional study of volcanic rocks, Hart and others (1985, p.  6) 
tentatively placed the Sucker Creek Fonnation age between 14.0 and 
16.5 m.y. The fonnation is cwerlain by the Jump Creek Rhyolite dated 
by  Annstrong and others (1980,  p. 5) at  11.1±0.1  m.y.  Ekren and 
others (1982, p.  217) show that part of  the Sucker Creek Fonnation 
in Owyhee County in Idaho cwerlies an upper rhyolite, rhyolite por-
phyry flow, dated by Annstrong (1975, p. 9) at about 15.6 m,y., which 
appears to be the rhyolite of  Silver City Range dated by Ekren and 
others (1981) at 16.0±O.3 m.y.  The tuffs of Leslie Gulch, which are 
thought to be in about the middle of the Sucker Creek Fonnation, 
are dated at  15.8±O.6  m.y.  (Ekren and others,  1984,  p.  10)  and 
15.5±O.5  m.y.  (Vander Meulen and others,  1987a,b). Outcrops of 
the tuffs of Leslie Gulch, as mapped by Kittleman and others (1967), 
tenninate approximately 2 mi  south of the area of this report and 
have not been specifically related to the geologic section described 
here. Within the area of this report is the basalt at Bishop's Ranch, 
which Kittleman and others (1%7) placed near the base of  the Sucker 
Creek Fonnation. This basalt, as mapped by Kittleman and others 
(1%7), is the same basalt as shown in Figure 3. Kittleman and others 
(1965,  p. 6) described this basalt body as a possible equivalent to 
the  one  described  about  19  mi  south  of  Bishop's  Ranch  and 
radiometrically dated at 16.7 m.y. by potassium-argon dating (Evem-
den and James,  1964,  p.  971,  sample KA  1285). 
Figure 3.  View looking north of  zeolite pit. Fault breccia can be 
seen along the nonh-south-trending nomral fault.  I*st footwall is 
basalt.  The upper zone of  the basalt is an agglomerate.  Claystone 
lacustrine sediments overlie basalts. Flow-banded rhyolite overlies 
the  claystones.  Volcanic  rhyolite  breccia  and shallow caves  are 
located near the bottom of  the rhyolite. 
WCAL STRATIGRAPHY 
The oldest strata of the Sucker Creek Formation in the area are 
bentonitic claystones of a fluvial and lacustrine environment. Con-
glomerates and gravels interbedded with claystone comprise the up-
per Sucker Creek Fonnation within the area of  the road log. These 
coarse sediments indicate that active stream systems coexisted with 
the lacustrine environment during the later part of  time represented 
by this local section. A system of olivine basalt dikes later invaded 
this part of  the Sucker Creek Fonnation. Contrary to initial impres-
sions, the low-lying green ruffs of Spring Creek are not the oldest 
OREGON GEOLOGY, VOL.  SO,  NO.2, FEBRUARY 1988 strata in this area.  According to current interpretation by  James 
Rytuba, Dean B. Vander Meulen, Thomas L. Vercoutere, and Scott 
A. Minor of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and unpublished 
mapping by Mark Ferns of the Baker Field Office of the Oregon 
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI), the 
green tuffs  and glassy welded tuffs are caldera-fill material that 
washed over the older  bentonitic claystones and have subsequently 
been downfaulted. Because the green tuff section is faulted against 
the bentonitic claystone section in this area, stratigraphic relation-
ships have not yet been determined. The tabular basalt unit within 
the green tuff (Figure 4) has been interpreted as a flow by  some 
geologists and as an intrusive sill by others. In this area of  the field 
trip guide, the Sucker Creek Formation also contains rhyolite and 
basalt flows  and intrusives. 
In 1965, Kittleman and others indicated that the type section for 
the Sucker Creek Formation was 590 ft thick in secs. 28 and 33, 
T.  24 S., R. 46 E., about 6 mi south of the road log area, and that 
a section exposed at Owyhee Reservoir may be 1,600 ft thick. Wood 
(1984, p.  54) indicates the Sucker Creek Formation is about 3,200 
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Figure 4.  Columnar section for part of  the Sucker Creek Forma-
tion  based on  unpublished 1:12,OOO-scale  geologic  ITUlpping  by 
lAwrence (1986).  This section is located in NW!4 sec. 5 and NE!4, 
sec.  6,  T.  24 S., R.  46 E., Malheur County,  Oregon,  in the road 
log  area  (Figure  1).  Although  the  green  bedded  tuffs  appear 
topographically low at the bottom of  the section, regionallTUlpping 
by the USGS and DOG  AMI  suggests that the tuffs are younger than 
the topographically overlying sedimentary rocks.  Interpretation of 
the relationship of  the younger bedded green tuff of  Spring Creek 
to the older sedimentary rocks in the Sucker Creek Formation and 
the intervening calderajorming event is from the current geologic 
ITUlpping and interpretation by Dean B.  Vander Meulen, James J. 
Rytuba,  TholTUls  L.  Vercoutere,  and Scott A.  Minor of  the USGS 
and Mark Ferns of  DOGAMI.  Gravels and conglomerates locally 
cap the section of  the Sucker Creek Formation in the area of  the 
road log. 
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ft thick at a well drilled by Chevron-Halbouty in the western Snake 
River Plain. The mapped section in the area includes at least 780 
ft of  tuffaceous sedimentary units (Lawrence, 1986, p. 25). As this 
guide shows,  the Sucker Creek Formation contains a variety of 
volcanic and sedimentary facies.  No one type section can be con-
sidered typical. No good marker beds have been established. There 
is clearly a need for detailed mapping to establish lithostratigraphic 
units of the Sucker Creek Formation and to provide a basis for 
understanding the basin evolution. It is hoped that this guide will 
encourage continued detailed studies of the formation. 
ROADWG 
0.0 Begin at State Highway 201 and the sign "Succor Creek State 
Park" showing the turnoff  to a gravel road leading to the field trip 
area (Figure 1). Mileage of  the road log starts at the Succor Creek 
State Park sign and is cumulative throughout the field trip.  Travel 
south on the public gravel road, which is normally welllTUlintained 
for hauling bentonitic clays from the Teague Mineral Company pits. 
2A Owyhee Ridge is on the skyline directly southwest. Owyhee 
Ridge was  described by  Kittleman (1973)  as being composed of 
Owyhee Basalt. Kittleman recorded the Owyhee Basalt as a thick, 
multiple-flow unit of olivine-poor basalt that overlies the Sucker 
Creek Formation near Owyhee Dam. The basalt seen on the skyline 
clearly overlies the Sucker Creek Formation and is probably Owyhee 
Basalt as described by Kittleman and others (1965). Current map-
ping by Mark Ferns (personal communication, 1987) suggests it may 
also be an unnamed sequence in the uppermost Sucker Creek For-
mation. 
7.7 STOP ONE. Zeolite mine 0.3 mi to the east. A short side 
road leads to an open-pit zeolite mine.  Glen Teague,  of Teague 
Mineral Products located 2 mi south of Adrian, operates the mine 
and should be contacted for permission to visit the mine prior to 
entering the area. Parking is available on the northwest side of the 
mine. 
Just south of  the parking area, basalt lava flows overlie the zeolite 
deposit (Figure 5a). At this locality, the basal part of the basalt se-
quence is composed of pillow lavas. Glassy skins enclose the pillows 
(Figures 5b and 5c), indicating sudden chilling of molten basalt as 
it flowed underwater.  Around the pillows is fine-grained yellow-
brown material formed by  decrepitation of the lava surfaces into 
water, producing a material called hyaloclastite. The yellowish-brown 
color in the hyalodastite is from glassy basalt shards that have been 
altered to palagonite. Palagonite is an isotropic mineraloid formed 
by  hydration and devitrification of basaltic glass. 
North of  the parking area and across Camp Kettle Creek Canyon 
are prominent cliff-forming rhyolites (Figure 3). To observe features 
of the rhyolite flow,  make a 20-minute descent and ascent across 
the canyon. Walk from the parking area east to a fence and follow 
the fence to the bottom of the canyon. Caution should be taken on 
the steep rocky hillside. You cross a north-south-trending fault shown 
in Figure 3 as you head west up the bottom of the creek toward the 
rhyolite.  The fault plane dips 67 0  to the east. Geologic mapping 
by Squires (1985) indicates this is a normal fault with the downthrown 
block toward the east. Fault breccia contains fragments of wall rock 
crushed by  repeated movements in late Cenozoic time. The foot-
wall block, which is west of  the fault, is basalt. The fault zone con-
tains an enigmatic layer of rhyolite approximately 8 ft thick that is 
inclined at the angle of the fault plane. Basaltic footwall fragments 
occurring within the rhyolite were probably incorporated into it dur-
ing its emplacement into the fault zone. This coherent mass of  rhyolite 
could be either a sliver of sheared rhyolite in the fault zone or a 
viscous rhyolite dike intruded into the fault zone. 
Basalt of  the footwall block is very fme grained and massive. This 
massive basalt exposed in the canyon is at least 50 ft thick and prob-
ably much thicker.  The upper 15  ft is a basalt agglomerate.  The 
massive basalt grades almost imperceptibly upward into the ag-
glomerate. The agglomerate becomes more fragmental upwards, and 
17 Figure 5.  Pillow lavas at the zeolite mine.  A.  Looking southfrom 
the parking area,  where pillow lavas are overlying the zeolite bed 
in the foreground.  Zeolite shows bedding of  the original volcanic-
ash beds (white laminae) that underlie the basalt. H Photo oja basalt 
pillow taken on the  west face of  the outcrop shown  in  Figure SA. 
C Interpretive sketch 0/  Figure 5B showing cross section ojpiflows 
embedded in the hyaloclastite.  Sudden chilling formed glassy skillS, 
wuJ spalled debris/ormed the hyaloclastite. RtuJialjoinrs are crudely 
columnar. 
the upper 8 fi is clearly a breccia with a fine matrix. This upper· 
most zone of the breccia has a dusky yellow matrix with inclusions 
of basalt and  water-altered lake sediments. 
The sequence of basalt grading upward to a breccia with includ-
ed  siltstones  suggests  that  lavas  were  erupted  over  lacustrine 
18 
sediments, flowing out and then burrowing down into the sediments. 
Also, the absence of red oxidation colors indicates an oxygen-poor 
environment, suggesting that some of the lava eruption may  have 
occurred beneath an existing lake. 
Overlying the basalt unit  is  a yellowish-gray to  pale yellowish-
brown volcaniclastic siltstone grading upr.v.mi into a green tuff, which 
is then overlain by the cliff-funning rhyolite. Celadonite, a soft eanhy-
green to gray-green mineral, gives the tuffaceous unit its green color 
(Odom,  1984,  p.  545). Celadonite is  a very fine-grained  mineral 
of the mica group and appears to replace fine glass fragments and 
pumice. 
Walk about 230 to 260 ft up the hill to the north along the bottom 
contact of  the rhyolite. Flow-banding is common in the lower zones 
of the rhyolite where the lava  swirled and  flowed over an uneven 
surface. Volcanic breccias and shallow caves occur near the bottom 
of the rhyolite.  These features can be seen by  follOWing the c1iff-
funning unit north. Figure 6 shows a volcanic breccia with clasts 
of  preexisting.country rock (tuft) and clasts of the rhyolite flow rock. 
Siliceous deposits funned by precipitates of  presumably wann ground 
water can be observed in the joints of the rhyolite along the cliff. 
Figure li Rhyolite volcanic breccia shown  in  Figure 3.  Preex-
isting country rock (tujJ) aruJ tuff  clasts are included in the rhyolitic 
breccia. 
Return  to the zeolite mine parking area. The zeolite bed in the 
pit contains interbedded hard siliceous jasperoid zones near the up-
per part. The presence of jasperoids with zeolites suggests a low-
temperature (50
0  to  100
0  c) hydrothennal alteration. The jasperoid 
breaks with a suboonchoida1 fracture, and some gem-quality "picture 
jasper" has been collected from  here by  rockhounds. 
The zeolite in the quarry is apparently an authigenic (funned in 
place) silicate mineral.  Sheppard and Gude (1983,  1987) indicate 
shards of  silicic glass deposited as a volcanic ash layer in a freshwater 
lake environment that is highly saline  and alkaline  typically alter 
to  the  zeolite  mineral  clinoptilolite  (Na~)(AI.S~o09J.24H 20 
(Mumpton,  len7, p. 5). The glass was probably altered by flowing 
or percolating  ground water to  fonn the zeolite mineral. 
Leppen (1986, p. 496J indicates that clinoptilolite mined here can 
be used commercially to absorb many organic and  inorganic com-
pounds.  In this way,  zeolites are used to  control pollutants in air 
and water. They appear to provide cost-effective solutions to some 
environmental  problems associated with  hazardous waste. 
Return to the main grovel road and tum left heading south 10 Stop 
T~. 
9.2 srop Two. Leaf fossils in the Sucker Creek Formation. 
Leaf fossils are common in white siltstone of  the Sucker Creek for-
mation.  Park along the side of the  road and walk down the draw 
to the southeast (S. ~o  E.) to a leaf fossil  area. 10 the east of the 
road,  where the vehicle is parked, are two dry stream beds with 
a low ridge between them. Near the confluence of  the streambeds, 
OREGON GEOLOGY, VOL. SO,  NO. 2, FEBRUARY  1988 about 600 yd southeast of the main gr.lVe1 road, is  the fossil area. 
Fossils are not plentiful, but a diligent search should produce two 
or three good specimens of leaf fossils similar to the ODe in Figure 
7 in  hard siltstone slabs.  These sediments must have accumulated 
rapidly, so that delicate leaves were protected from circulating water 
and organisms that would  have consumed  or decayed  them. 
Figu~ 7.  Fossils such as this deciduous-t~e leaf  jossil can be 
jound at Stop  Two  and at many other locations of slDbby  white 
siltstone in the Sucker Creek Formation. as indicated in the Succor 
Creek road  log. 
M06I common leaf bsilli  in the Sucker Creek Formation are ronns 
of Ced~1a (South American cedar), Quercus (oak), and  Populus 
(ootto~),  illustrated in Orr and Orr (1981, p. 33), who also men-
tion (p. 32) that Graham (1965) pointed to the presence of Cedrela 
as  indication that the  minimum temperatures of the environment 
where Cedrela grew did not dip below freezing, an interesting con-
trast  to the  present climate. 
Return to the W!hicles and head soulh 10 Stop Three  (Figu~ J). 
U.2 SlUP THREE. Petrified wood in conglomerates. Tho short 
dirt tracks head  to the  east (Figure 8).  If the  area  is dry  and  no 
rainstonns appear threatening, drive east on the second dirt track 
and follow  it 0.2 mi to an area where there is room to tum around 
(Figure 9); otherwise walk there. This is Stop Three. Walk approx-
imately 1,300 ft to the top of  the hill. About  120 ft vertically below 
the top of the hill is a conglomerate layer bearing the petrified 'MXXI 
shown in Figure iO. This petrified wood is a result of silica replace-
ment  of woody  material.  Silica  is  deposited  from  solution  and 
preserves the cell structure of the wood. We ask that visitors not 
pick  at  this  particular  stump.  Abundant  petrified  wood  occurs 
elsewhere  in  the conglomerate and  float  in  the area. 
Gravel and conglomerate cap the hills along this area of Succor 
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figure 8  Geologic relationships at Stop Four.  View is to the west. 
Turnoffto Stop Three is at lower left corner of  photo. Sucker C~ek 
Formation shows zones of  sediments and bentonitic claystones that 
appear to be capped by an b\!er/ying rhyolite.  Recent unpublished 
mapping by Mark Ferns of  DOGAMJ has shown that these rhyolites 
are a dome complex locally overlying the section of  Sucker C~ek 
deposits discussed in this paper.  &di~nJary  beds a~  diatomaceous 
bentonitic claystones and volcanic ash.  Frogmenls of  mammalian 
wnebrote jossils occur whe~  the arrow points. 
Creek. Conglomerate beds are interfingered with uncemented gravels 
and bentonitic claystones and are a part of  the Miocene Sucker Creek 
Formation. Gravel beds strike to the northwest and southwest and 
dip 24° to the west. The total thickness ofthe original deposits oan· 
not  be  detennined  because  the  upper  part  is eroded  away.  The 
mapped thickness of the conglomerates is over 100 ft, with the basal 
conglomerate resting on bentonitic claystoDe fonning the lower con-
tact in  many areas of the  road log. 
The conglomerates are poorly sorted, but clasts are rounded, with 
a mixture of  sizes ranging from boulders to sand. The coarse fluvial 
conglomerates and gravels  intertongue with  lacustrine claystones 
above the petrified-wood locality shown in Figure to at Stop Three. 
Coarse gr.lVels and conglomerates containing petrified 'MXXI are in· 
terpreted to be evidence of high-energy stream systems. Claystones 
interfingering with the gravels and conglomerates indicate that a near-
shore  lake  environment existed  here  at  one time.  Fragments of 
petrified wood contained in younger gravels capping many hills are 
probably reworked  materials  from  these conglomerates. 
Return to the parking alTa and head t()WQ.rd  Stop Four. 
figure 9.  Geologic relationships aI petrified-wood QIt'Q and park. 
ing for Stop Three.  View is to the south.  Grovels and conglomerotes 
that contoin petrified wood cop the hill south of  the parking a~a. 
19 Figure la  Petrified wood in conglomerates.  This petrified wood 
is at the location where the arrow points in Figure 9.  Poorly soned 
conglomerate beds dip 24
0  to the west.  This petrified wood appears 
to be a re11llWnf of  a horizontally lying tree stump with a root visi-
ble below the pen. 
11.9 STOP FOUR. Mammal fossil area. The area in which a 
few  fragments of mammal fossils have been found can be reached 
by parking alongside the road and walking to the mammal fossil area 
shown in Figure 8. 
Pieces of fossilized mammal bones are in bentonitic claystones. 
Beds of bentonitic claystone weather to popcomlike material. Gyp-
sum crystals (CaSO  ••  2H10) associated with the claystone are found 
scattered over the surface. These claystone beds are interlayered with 
diatomaceous claystones and volcanic ash. Bentonitic claystones are 
derived mostly from volcanic glass shards that formed the vast ma-
jority of the original sediments in the lakes. 
Both bentonitic clay and clinoptilolite zeolite are formed by altera-
tion of rhyolitic volcanic ash. Whether the fine ash particles alter 
to bentonitic clay or zeolite depends upon both salinity and alkalinity 
of the water altering the volcanic ash. In extremely alkaline and saline 
water, the volcanic glass alters to clinoptilolite zeolite (Surdam. IW7, 
p.  65). In fresher waters,  volcanic glass alters to  bentonitic clay. 
The exact chemical conditions and the length of time over which 
these alterations of  glass occur are not completely understood. After 
deposition of rhyolitic volcanic ash in fresh water, the ash hydrates 
and releases silica and alkalies during the alteration of  glass to clay 
minerals. Bentonitic clay is primarily montmorillonite clay (Lep-
pert, 1986. p. 4%). The montmorillonite clay puffs and swells when 
it absorbs water. When the clay dries, it forms the popcomlike tex-
ture that characterizes the surface.· If  you dig I or 2 ft beneath these 
popcornlike surfaces, you can see the original compact claystone. 
Leppert (1986, p. 4W) indicates bentonite is used in drilling fluids 
and in foundries. Bentonite is also placed as a sealant to water flow 
beneath hazardous-waste sites. Open-pit mines in the area produce 
good-quality bentonite that is currently marketed mostly for sealant. 
Mammalian vertebrate fossil  remains (Figure II)  are not abun-
dant in the Sucker Creek Fonnation, but some good specimens have 
been collected. Oreodonts, "even-toed" hooved mammals that were 
about the size of a  pig,  were recovered about 6  mi south of Stop 
Four (Walden, 1986. p. 41; identification by Greg MacDonald, Idaho 
Museum of Natural History). Walden also indicates that a Merichip-
pus, a Miocene horse, was found near Succor Creek south of Stop 
Four, the mammal fossil area. Both of the mammals were grazers, 
which  implies an environment of grasslands near a  lake. 
The colorful canyon at Succor Creek State Park  is about  I  mi 
south of  Stop Four. Tables are located about 5 mi south of the recrea-
tion area boundary, and this is a  nice place to have lunch. Those 
wishing a geologic guide farther up Succor Creek Canyon should 
consult Kitt1eman  (1973). 
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ATTENTION 
Glen Teague should be contacted at Teague Mineral Products. 1925 
Highway  201  South,  Adrian,  OR 97901,  phone (503)  339-4385. 
before the field trip for permission to enter the zeolite minco  Also, 
the road can become very slick during the wet seasons, so caution 
should  be used. 
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Figure ll. Mammalian venebrate fossils.  These bone fragments 
may be from common  grazers,  such  as Dromomeryx (cervoid), 
Merycodus (pronghorn), or Merychippus (Miocene horse), which 
roamed the area during the Miocene (Smiley and others,  /W5, p. 10). 
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Allen publishes Time  Travel  Two 
Time Travel Two in Oregon, a  Geology Scrapbook,  mostly 
written by John Eliot Allen. Price $10.  Available from l E. Allen, 
Department of Geology, Portland State University, Po. Box 751, 
Portland, OR fJ72(J7..(f]51 
John Eliot Allen, Emeritus Professor of Geology at Portland State 
University, has published a second volume of geologic articles from 
his "Time Travel" column in the weekly science section of Portland's 
newspaper The Oregonian. 
Two years after the first publication of such articles in a separate 
volume,  Allen nOW  has collected  106 more articles that appeared 
between November  1985  and November  1987.  On  153  pages,  the 
spiral-bound book reproduces the  newspaper articles as they ap-
peared originally, often with accompanying illustrations.  In addi-
lion to  Allen,  14  other authors contributed to  thc column.  0 
DOGAMI moves to new warehouse 
and expands core repository 
by Dan E.  Wermiel, Oregon  Depanment o/Geology and Mineral 
Industries 
On December I,  1987,  the Oregon Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) occupied its new warehouse which 
is located near downtown Portland. The following types of materials 
are stored in the warehouse, enabling DOGAMI to serve the public 
better: 
1,  PROPRIETARY OIL, GAS,  AND GEOTHERMAL-WELL 
SAMPLES 
Laws  regulating oil and gas exploration  were  first  passed  in 
Oregon in 1923, but il was nOI unlil 1953 that statutes were passed 
authorizing DOGAMI to supervise oil and gas development in  the 
state.  As a  result, all  well cuttings  and cores for all wells drilled 
for  oil  and  gas  in  Oregon  since  1953  are  now  maintained  by 
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OOGAMI and are stored in the warehouse. This repository con-
sists of samples from over 200 wells ranging in depth from less than 
1,000 ft  to over  13,000 ft. 
By State law, the cuttings and cores for oil and gas wells remain 
confidential for a  two-year period after a  well  is drilled and then 
are made available to  the public for  inspection.  Arrangements to 
inspect well samples can be made by contacting Dennis Olmstead 
or Dan  Wenniel  at  DOGAMI  to schedule a  time to study  the 
material. A work room is provided, but microscopes and other ex-
amination equipment are not supplied by  DOGAMI. A  complete 
list of wells and the cuttings and cores Stored in the warehouse is 
provided in a recently released publication (Oil and Gas Investiga-
tion  16,  Available  Well Records and Samples of  Onshore and 0ff-
shore  Oil and Gas Exploration  Wells  in  Oregon). 
In addition, when an analysis in which slides are produced is 
done on  welt  samples,  the slides are pennanently  stored in  the 
warehouse. If  well samples are treared for a particular analysis, such 
as a  paleontological  study,  the samples are also stored and are 
Chuck Radasch, warehouse curator, checks oil and gas samples 
stored in  new warehouse. 
21 available for public inspection. 
Similarly, geothermal well cores and cuttings are also stored in 
the warehouse and are available to the public for inspection after 
a four-year confidentiality period. Arrangements to study a geother-
mal well should be handled in the same manner as for oil and gas 
wells. 
2. NONPROPRIETARY DRILL-HOLE SAMPLES 
The warehouse  will now  also serve as  a  storage facility  for 
samples from selected nonproprietary, geologically significant holes 
drilled in the state. There is no confidentiality period for any of  this 
material. For example, the cores obtained from the recent super-
collider  studies  in  Oregon  are  now  stored  in  the  DOGAMI 
warehouse. 
All well samples should be marked with the name of  the operator 
and the location from which the samples are obtained and any per-
tinent information or data derived from the samples. A recommended 
time of duration to store the samples should be determined when 
the  samples  are  delivered  to  DOGAMI.  The samples  may  be 
skeletonized if there is an excessive volume.  DOGAMI will con-
sider accepting skeletonized cores from appropriate new or existing 
wells in the state. Anyone wishing to submit drill-hole samples for 
consideration should contact DOGAMI. 
3.  OUTCROP HAND SAMPLES 
When a DOGAMI field project in which outcrop samples are 
taken is in progress, they are stored in the warehouse for use on 
the specific project. When the project is completed, the outcrop rocks 
are discarded. However, if a significant analysis has been made, 
such as age determination, the samples may be retained. Also, slides 
made from the samples are stored indefinitely. 
4. LABORAIDRY MATERIAL 
Lab samples are stored in the warehouse for use until the discard 
date of the material is reached. This is generally five years from 
the date of  the last use of  the material. Lab pulp from assays is stored 
indefinitely in the warehouse. 
5.  OOGAMI PUBLICATIONS 
The warehouse is also used for storage of  the numerous publica-
tions, including maps and written documents covering a wide range 
of geologic subjects, that are available from DOGAMI. A  list of 
publications can be obtained and publications may be purchased from 
DOGAMI's Portland, Baker, and Grants Pass offices. An abbreviated 
list of  available publications appears on the back cover of  each issue 
of Oregon Geology.  0 
ABSTRACTS 
The Department rrwintains a collection of  theses and disserta-
tions on Oregon geology.  From time to time, we print abstracts of 
new acquisitions that we feel are of  general interest to our readers. 
GEOLOGY AND PETROLEUM POTENTIAL OF THE HAY 
CREEK  ANTICLINE,  NORTH-CENTRAL  OREGON,  by 
Stephen I. Wareham (M.S., Loma Linda University,  1986) 
For many years, it has been reported that the core of the Hay 
Creek  Anticline  exposes  metamorphic  rocks  of  Paleozoic  or 
Mesozoic age. On closer study, it was found that these rocks con-
sist of only slightly metamorphosed black to dark-gray siltstones 
and sandstones with less abundant chert pebble conglomerate and 
recrystallized limestone. The sequence is here informally named 
"Hay Creek Formation." Calcareous nannofossils recovered and 
identified from the limestone yielded an age of early to middle 
Eocene. 
22 
The depositional environment of the "Hay Creek Formation" 
is  interpreted  to  be  a  submarine turbidite  fan.  Siltstones  were 
deposited as  pelagic rain and turbidite fallout.  Sandstones were 
deposited in turbidite flows  as evidenced by  flute casts.  The Hay 
Creek Anticline formed as a result of multiple compressional forces, 
with periods of deposition and erosion between orogenic events. 
The petroleum potential of  the "Hay Creek Formation" is good. 
The total  organic carbon in the siltstones, the kerogens,  and the 
maturity indicators suggest that oil and/or gas have been produced 
from these rocks. Shallow exploration drilling in the area has revealed 
that petroleum is present. 
THE GEOLOGY AND ALTERATION OF THE BEAR CREEK 
BUTTE AREA, CROOK COUNTY, CENTRAL OREGON, by 
Richard Matthew Wilkening, (M.S., Portland State University, 1986) 
The Eocene Clarno Formation, the Oligocene John Day For-
mation, and basalts of  the High Lava Plains are exposed in the Bear 
Creek Butte area in central Oregon. In this area, the Clarno For-
mation can be divided into  a  lower  sequence composed of in-
termediate lava flows with intercalated mudflows and volcaniclastic 
sediments and an upper sequence of rhyolite and basalt flows and 
felsic tuffs. Separating the two units is a well-developed saprolite. 
The change from intermediate to rhyolite-basalt volcanisdl. reflects 
a change in the tectonic environment of the Cascade volcanic arc 
from compression to relaxation, as subduction of  the Farallon plate 
by the North American plate slowed, allowing extension of  the con-
tinental plate margin to occur. 
Hydrothermal alteration has affected rocks of  the Clamo and John 
Day Formations in the Bear Creek Butte area. The Oronogo and 
Platner Mines and the Admunsen prospect, currently being worked, 
are hosted in the Clarno Formation. Alteration is most intense at 
the Platner Mine, where hydrothermal alteration forms an ellipse 
along north-northwest-trending faults.  Hydrothermal breccias are 
associated with silicified and kaolinitized felsic tuffs and a mafic 
intrusion at this mine. At the Admunsen claim, located south of  the 
Platner Mine, a mafic intrusion is argillized and cut by fine quartz 
veinlets, and felsic tuffs have been silicified. At the Oronogo Mine, 
the northernmost property, alteration zones are confined to frac-
tured basaltic andesite along a northwest-trending fault. Alteration 
consists of silicification  with  minor argillization  of plagioclase 
phenocrysts in the basaltic andesite. 
The Platner Mine contains the highest concentrationS' of As and 
Sb. Trace-element geochemistry indicates Sb concentrations (max-
imum 102 ppm, average 44 ppm) are highest in the area of  the Platner 
Mine and decrease northward along the cOIitrolling structure more 
gradually than to the south of the mine. Arsenic concentrations in-
crease northward along the controlling structure from the Platner 
Mine  (maximum 45  ppm,  average  12  ppm).  Hg  is  irregularly 
distributed along the structure and has its highest concentration south 
of  the Platner Mine. Trace concentrations of  U occur along the fault 
zones in the areas of alteration. 
Altered rocks of  the John Day Formation, which unconformably 
overlies the Clarno Formation, host uranium mineralization. The 
alteration zones are located along northwest- to west-northwest-
trending faults. The alteration assemblages are similar to that at the 
mercury prospects: clays, predominately kaolinite, and fine-grained 
quartz. Trace-element geochemistry indicates anomalous U (max-
imum 59 ppm, average 24 ppm) and Mo concent.rations. 
The presence of  cinnabar + hematite ± pyrite indicates that the 
bydrothermal system that operated at the mercury prospects was an 
oxidizing system. Deposition of U and Mo required a reducing en-
vironment. The differences in the environment of  deposition for mer-
cury and uranium indicate that two diffe·rent systems were active 
in the study area. 
Although alteration is extensive and hydrothermal breccias are 
present in the Bear Creek area, significant base-and precious-metal 
anomalies have not been detected along controlling structures. 0 
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GMS-l3.  Geologic map,  Huntington and part of Olds Ferry 15-min.  quadrangles, Baker and Malheur Counties.  1979. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
GMS-14.  Index to published geologic mapping in Oregon,  1898-1979. 1981.................................................  7.00 
GMS-15.  Free-air gravity anomaly map and complete Bouguer gravity anomaly map,  north Cascades,  Oregqn.  1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
GMS-16.  Free-air gravity anomaly map  and complete Bouguer gravity anomaly map,  south Cascades, Oregon.  1981...............  3.00 
GMS-17.  Total-field aeromagnetic anomaly map,  south Cascades,  Oregon.  1981  .............................................  3.00 
GMS-18.  Geology of Rickreall,  Salem West,  Monmouth, and Sidney  7'h-min. quads., Marion/Polk Counties.  1981  ...............  5.00 
GMS-19.  Geology and  gold deposits map,  Bourne 7'h-minute quadrangle, Baker County. 1982.................................  5.00 
GMS-20.  Map showing geology and geothermal resources, southern half, Burns  15-min.  quad., Harney County.  1982  .............  5.00 
GMS-21.  Geology and geothermal resources map,  Vale East 7'h-minute quadrangle,  Malheur County.  1982......................  5.00 
GMS-22.  Geology and mineral resources map, Mount Ireland 7'h-minute quadrangle, Baker/Grant Counties.  1982  ................  5.00 
GMS-23.  Geologic map,  Sheridan 7'h-minute quadrangle, Polk/Yamhill Counties.  1982 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
GMS-24.  Geologic map,  Grand Ronde 7'h-minute quadrangle, Polk/Yamhill Counties.  1982 ...................................  5.00 
GMS-25.  Geology and gold deposits map, Granite 7'h-minute quadrangle, Grant County.  1982........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
GMS-26.  Residual gravity maps,  northern,  central, and southern Oregon Cascades. 1982......................................  5.00 
GMS-27.  Geologic and  neotectonic evaluation of north-central Oregon.  The Dalles  1  0x2 ° quadrangle.  1982  ......................  6.00 
GMS-28.  Geology and gold deposits map, Greenhorn 7'h-minute quadrangle, Baker/Grant Counties.  1983  .......................  5.00 
GMS-29.  Geology and gold deposits map,  NE14  Bates  15-minute quadrangle, Baker/Grant Counties.  1983  .......................  5.00 
GMS-30.  Geologic map,  SE14  Pearsoll Peak 15-minute quadrangle, Curry/Josephine Counties.  1984  ............................  6.00 
GMS-31.  Geology and gold deposits map,  NW14  Bates  15-minute quadrangle, Grant County.  1984  .............................  5.00 
GMS-32.  Geologic map,  Wilhoit 7'h-minute quadrangle,  Clackamas/Marion Counties.  1984  ...................................  4.00 
GMS-33.  Geologic map,  Scotts Mills 7'h-minute quadrangle, Clackamas/Marion Counties. 1984................................  4.00 
GMS-34.  Geologic map,  Stayton NE 7'h-minute quadrangle, Marion County. 1984...........................................  4.00 
GMS-35.  Geology and  gold deposits map, SW',4  Bates  15-minute quadrangle, Grant County. 1984..............................  5.00 
GMS-36.  Mineral resources map  of Oregon.  1984  ......................................................................  8.00 
GMS-37.  Mineral resources map,  offshore Oregon. 1985.................................................................  6.00 
GMS-38.  Geologic map,  NW',4  Cave Junction  15-minute quadrangle, Josephine County. 1986..................................  6.00 
GMS-39.  Geologic bibliography and  index maps,  ocean floor and continental margin off Oregon.  1986  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
GMS40.  Total-field aeromagnetic anomaly maps, Cascade Mountain Range,  northern Oregon.  1985  ............................  4.00 
GMS41. Geology and mineral resources map, Elkhorn Peak 7'h-minute quadrangle, Baker County.  1987........................  6.00 
GMS42. Geologic map,  ocean floor off Oregon and adjacent continental margin.  1986  .......................................  8.00 
GMS43. Geologic map,  Eagle Butte and  Gateway 7'h-min. quads., JeffersonlWasco Co.  1987  ........  $4.00; as  set with GMS44 &  45. 10.00 
GMS44.  Geologic map,  Seekseequa Junction/Metolius Bench 7'h-min. quads., Jefferson Co.  1987 .....  $4.00; as  set with GMS43 &  45. 10.00 
GMS45. Geologic map,  Madras West and Madras East 7'h-min. quads., Jefferson County.  1987  ......  $4.00; as  set with GMS43 &  44. 10.00 
GMS46. Geologic map, Breitenbush River area, Linn/Marion Counties.  1987 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.00  C 
NEW!GMS47. Geologic map,  Crescent Mountain area,  Linn County. 1987......................................................  6.00 
GMS49.  Map of Oregon seismicity,  1841-1986. 1987...................................................................  3.00 
GMS-50.  Geologic map,  Drake Crossing 7'h-minute quadrangle, Marion County.  1986  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
GMS-51.  Geologic map,  Elk Prairie 7'h-minute quadrangle, Marion/Clackamas Counties.  1986  ................................  4.00 
BULLETINS 
33.  Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon (1st suppplement,  193745).  1947 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
35.  Geology of the Dallas and Valsetz  15-minute quadrangles,  Polk County  (map only).  Revised  1964 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
36.  Papers on Foraminifera from the Tertiary (v.2 [parts VI-Vill] only).  1949... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
44.  Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon (2nd supplement,  1946-50).  1953  ................................  3.00 
46.  Ferruginous bauxite deposits, Salem Hills, Marion County. 1956.......................................................  3.00 
53.  Bibliography of geology and  mineral resources of Oregon (3rd supplement,  1951-55). 1962.................................  3.00 
61.  Gold and silver in Oregon. 1968..................................................................................  17.50 
65.  Proceedings of the Andesite Conference.  1969  ......................................................................  10.00 
67.  Bibliography of geology and  mineral resources of Oregon (4th supplement,  1956-60).  1970.................................  3.00 
71.  Geology of selected lava tubes,  Bend area, Deschutes County.  1971  ....................................................  5.00 
78.  Bibliography of geology and  mineral  resources of Oregon (5th supplement,  1961-70). 1973.................................  3.00 
81.  Environmental geology of Lincoln County. 1973.....................................................................  9.00 
82.  Geologic hazards of Bull Run Watershed,  Mnltnomah and Clackamas Counties.  1974. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.50 
85.  Environmental geology of coastal  Lane County.  1974  ................................................................  9.00 
87.  Environmental geology of western Coos and  Douglas Counties.  1975  ...................................................  9.00 
88.  Geology and mineral resources, upper Chetco River drainage, Curry and Josephine Counties.  1975  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
89.  Geology and mineral resources of Deschutes County.  1976............................................................  6.50 
90.  Land use geology  of western Curry County.  1976 ...................................................................  9.00 
91.  Geologic hazards of parts of northern Hood River,  Wasco, and Sherman Counties. 1977...................................  8.00 
92.  Fossils in Oregon.  A collection of reprints from  the Ore Bin.  1977 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
93.  Geology,  mineral resources, and rock material of Curry County.  1977 ..................................................  7.00 
94.  Land use  geology of central Jackson County. 1977...................................................................  9.00 
95.  North American ophiolites (IGCP project). 1977.....................................................................  7.00 
96.  Magma genesis. AGU  Chapman Conference on  Partial Melting.  1977 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.50 
97.  Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon (6th supplement,  1971-75). 1978.................................  3.00 
98.  Geologic hazards of eastern Benton County. 1979.....................................................................  9.00 
99.  Geologic hazards of northwestern Clackamas County. 1979............................................................  10.00 
100.  Geology and mineral resources of Josephine County.  1979 ............................................................  9.00 
101.  Geologic  field trips in western Oregon and southwestern Washington.  1980  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.00 
102.  Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon (7th supplement,  1976-79). 1981.................................  4.00 
103.  Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon (8th supplement,  1980-84). 1987.................................  7.00 
SHORT PAPERS 
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MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS 
1.  A description of some Oregon rocks and minerals.  1950 .............................................................  ; $ 
Price  No. copies  Amount 
1.00 
5.  Oregon's gold placers.  1954  ....................................................................................  . 
11.  Collection Of articles on  meteorites (reprints from  Ore Bin).  1968 .....................................................  . 
15.  Quicksilver deposits in  Oregon.  1971 .............................................................................  . 
19.  Geothermal exploration studies in Oregon,  1976,  1977 ...............................................................  . 
20.  Investigations of nickel  in  Oregon.  1978  ..........................................................................  . 
SPECIAL PAPERS 
2.  Field geology,  SW Broken Top quadrangle.  1978 ...................................................................  . 
3.  Rock material  resources, Clackamas,  Columbia,  Multuomah, and Washington Counties.  1978 ..............................  . 
4.  Heat flow  of Oregon.  1978  .....................................................................................  . 
5.  Analysis and forecasts of the demand for  rock materials in Oregon.  1979 ...............................................  . 
6.  Geology of the  La Grande area.  1980 .............................................................................  . 
7.  Pluvial Fort Rock  Lake,  Lake County.  1979 .......................................................................  . 
8.  Geology and geochemistry of the Mount Hood volcano.  1980 .........................................................  . 
9.  Geology of the Breitenbush Hot Springs quadrangle.  1980 ...........................................................  .. 
10.  Tectonic rotation of the Oregon Western Cascades.  1980 .............................................................  . 
11.  Theses and  dissertations on geology of Oregon.  Bibliography and index,  1899-1982.  1982 .................................  . 
12.  Geologic Iinears of the northern part of the Cascade Range,  Oregon.  1980 ..............................................  . 
13.  Faults and lineaments of the  southern Cascades,  Oregon.  1981 ........................................................  . 
14.  Geology  and geothermal  resources of the  Mount Hood area.  1982 .....................................................  . 
15.  Geology and geothermal resources of the central Oregon Cascade Range.  1983 ..........................................  . 
16.  Index to the  Ore Bin  (l939-1978)·and Oregon Geology (1979-1982).  1983 ..............................................  . 
17.  Bibliography of Oregon paleontology,  1792-1983.  1984 ..............................................................  . 
NEW!21. Field geology,  NWl4  Broken Top  15'  quadrangle,  Deschutes County.  1987 .............................................  . 
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3.  Preliminary identifications of Foraminifera, General Petroleum Long Bell  #1  well.  1973  ...................................  3.00 
4.  Preliminary identifications of Foraminifera, E.M. Warren Coos County  1-7 well.  1973  ....................................  3.00 
5.  Prospects for natural gas, upper Nehalem River Basin. 1976...........................................................  5.00 
6.  Prospects for oil and gas,  Coos Basin.  1980  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.00 
7.  Correlation of Cenozoic stratigraphic units of western Oregon and Washington. 1983......................................  8.00 
8.  Subsurface stratigraphy of the  Ochoco Basin, Oregon.  1984 ...........................................................  7.00 
9.  Subsurface biostratigraphy, east Nehalem Basin.  1983  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.00 
10.  Mist Gas Field:  Exploration and development,  1979-1984 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
11.  Biostratigraphy of exploratory wells,  western Coos, Douglas,  and Lane Counties.  1984  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.00 
12.  Biostratigr'lphy of exploratory wells,  northern Willamette Basin, 1984...................................................  6.00 
13.  Biostratigraphy of exploratory wells,  southern Willamette Basin. 1985...................................................  6.00 
14.  Oil  and gas  investigation of the Astoria Basin,  Clatsop and north Tillamook Counties,  1985  ................................  7.00 
MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 
Reconnaissance geologic map,  Lebanon  15-minute quadrangle,  Linn/Marion Counties.  1956  .....................................  3.00 
Geologic map,  Bend 30-minute quad., and reconnaissance geologic map,  central Oregon High Cascades.  1957......................  3.00 
Geologic map of Oregon west of 121st meridian (U.S.  Geological Survey Map 1-325).  1961 .....................................  6.10 
Geologic map of Oregon east of 121st meridan (U.S.  Geological Survey Map 1-902).  1977......................................  6.10 
Landforms of Oregon (relief map,  17xl2 in.) ............................................................................  1.00 
Oregon Landsat mosaic map (published by  ERSAL, OSU).  1983  ....................................  $8.00 over the counter, $11.00 mailed 
Geothermal resources of Oregon (map published by  NOAA).  1982  ..........................................................  3.00 
Geological highway map,  Pacific Northwest region, OregonlWashingtonlpart of Idaho (published by  AAPG).  1973  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
Mist Gas  Field Map,  showing well  locations,  revised 1987  (DOGAMI Open-File Report 0-88-2, ozalid print)  ......................  5.00 
Northwest Oregon, Correlation Section 24.  Bruer &  others,  1984  (published by  AAPG). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
Mining claims (State laws governing quartz and  placer claims) . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .  1.00 
Back issues of Ore Bin ......................................................................... . 50c over the counter;  $1.00 mailed 
Back issues of Oregon Geology ...................................................................  75c over the counter;  $1.00 mailed 
Index map of available topographic maps for  Oregon published by  the U.S. Geological Survey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.50 
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